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Whoa, whoa
Da daa da daa, da daa da daa, da daa da daa
(Ooh)

Lover, it's an endless night
And I'm alone with these regrets of hurting you
Never thought I'd be misled
And turned away from all those dreams that we once
knew

It was one heart too many
Tasted love sweet as honey
But the lie playin' with my mind
Turned my back on emotions
Like they were drops in the ocean
Wasted time, it's caught up in the lie

Somewhere deep inside I feel
That only time can heal this lonely need in me
Oh, someday, somehow
(Someday, somehow)
We're gonna find our way
So, dance with me again in this forgivin' rain

It was one heart too many
Tasted love sweet as honey
But the lie playin' with my mind, oh no
Turned my back on emotions
Like they were drops in the ocean
Wasted time, it's caught up in a lie, oh

Everyday away from you
Tears could fill an ocean blue
Deeper waters take me to
An emptiness inside
I don't wanna drown again
Take me from a loveless end
Come on baby, reach on in
You gotta rescue me, oh

(Da daa da daa)
Ahh ooh
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(Da daa da daa)
(Da daa da daa)
Yeah, gotta rescue me
(Da daa da daa)
(Da daa da daa)
Won't you please?
(Da daa da daa)
Whoah ohh, oh

(It was one heart too many)
One heart too many
(Tasted love sweet as honey
(But the lie)
You're playin' with my mind, oh, no
(Turned my back on emotions)
(Like they were drops in the ocean)
Wasted time caught up in the lie

(It was one heart too many)
One heart
(Tasted love sweet as honey)
So sweet
(But the lie)
Keep playin' with my mind
Turned my back on emotions
Like they were drops in the ocean
Wasted time, it's caught up in a lie, oh

(It was one)
One heart too many
Tasted love sweet as honey
But the lie
(Turned my back on emotions)
My back on emotions
(Like they were drops in the ocean)
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